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Vol- 43.

Soviet-American Relations-Theme
International Week, March 8-12
By BILL ADAMS

s. J. C., STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

February 27, 1948—No. 19

Sports, Student Affairs Break
Summit on 1947-1948 Poll

goviet-Anierican Relations is the theme that has been chosen
r this year's International Week, which will lie held on the Pa
cific campus March 8 to March 12.
International Week, co-sponsored this year by S.C.A. and P.S.A.,
Publications Committee's tally on the Pacific Weekly poll of last semester revealed a demand
is not something new. For many years before the war it was held
for the purpose of stimulating interest in other nations of the for emphasis on sports, student affairs and social activities. Out of a total 613 ballots cast the activ
ities checked for accent were as follows:
world.
•Sports
282
Speakers of various nationali-*
"
Student
Affairs
136
K
ties were brought in to speak on
"HAY HOP"
SADIE HAWKINSSocial Activities
83
the customs and traditions, of
The
perfect
set-up
for
the
Society
80
their homelands, and each cam
HERE THURSDAY
Features
77
pus living group decorated their man who has-a tender face and
World Affairs
53
The "Hay Hop" barn dance will
house in a manner to represent a tough beard—the heaven
Music
44
some nation. Food typical of the sent situation for the five be given next Friday from 9
o'clock
shadower—a
perfect
ex
News
43
nation represented was served on
to 12 in the gymnasium. Ross Funds to Blood Bank Drama
38
the evening of the last day of In cuse for five minutes more of
Hanna's
orchestra will provide
slumber—the
Sadie
Hawkins
Editorials
35
ternational Week.
And Hospital Shows
Beard Contest! ! !
music for the event.
Of 380 men and 233 women who
OBJECT
A chance for men to assert
Pacific's annual Red Cross expressed themselves 62 were ma
Further attractions are door
Since the war, the object of In their male egos has been of
drive
will begin Monday at the joring in Athletics, 50 in Music
ternational Week has been to not fered as their part for Sadie prizes, free apples and set-ups for same time as the National cam and the rest were broken down
soft drinks and cider.
only develop interest in other Hawkins day, March 13th.
paign goes into effect. Chairman into smaller categories.
nations but to also foster a bet
Here is the opportunity for
An interesting note was the
Committees on the dance are Bruce Swartz states that there
ter understanding of other na the men to show who can grow
tally
on the amount of the Week
will
be
someone
to
take
proceeds
headed by Glenn Smith as Dance
tions with the hope that this un the longest, most original
ly which was being read. Eigh
in
the
lobby
of
the
Administra
derstanding will aid in the solv beard and the longest mus chairman; Hal Mucke, Publicity; tion Building all during the week. teen checked that they never
Vin Benson, Decoration; Sam Mc
ing of world peace problems.
tache in thirteen days.
Money will also be collected in read it but 15 of those checked
Donald, Refreshments, and Len the various campus living groups. other items on the ballot. Two
For
those
who
think
they
Mary Spanos and Manual Furhundred and sixty-one checked
tado, P.S.A. delegates to the West can do it, sign up in the P.S.A. Pecheninno will chaperone.
A portion of the funds will go
ern College Congress on Soviet office Monday, March 1st to be
Alpha Kappa Phi will sponsor to the San Joaquin County Blood that they read part of it, 297 read
almost all of it and 34 read every
American Relations that was checked for a clean beard.
the hop.
Bank in Stockton. The remaining article.
Prizes well worth owning
held at Stanford last November
sum is to be used for future vis
Tally on the regular features
24-27, have been selected Co- | will be donated by downtown
its to hospitals to perform enter with the most interest was lead
merchants.
Chairmen of this year's Interna
tainment shows in this region. by;
The dance will be a girl ask
tional Week.
Recent trips of last semester and
boy affair and will carry out
281
The collection of funds for the this included the Oak Knoll and Room for Argument
Representatives of all student the leap year theme. Ross HanOrrbits
276
living groups and organizations | na's orchestra will provide the COP-SJC March of Dimes cam Livermore hospitals.
Editorials
239
paign
netted
$127.75,
it
was
an
have met with the Co-Chairmen music.
Mike and Mask
73
and plans formulated so far indi
nounced
Tuesday
by
Manuel
Fur•
.
:
Scene
33
BUMBLE
BOOGIE
tado,
Student
Affairs
Committee
cate that this year's International
Too little or too much coverage
Chairman.
eek events will warrant the at
MAN HERE
went as follows:
tendance of every student. OutWith the faculty cooperating
Jack Fina and his orchestra
Too Little Too Much
s anding authorities on American,
contributions were made last
will
make
a
personal
appearance
Sports
97
91
(Continued on nage 71
Wednesday and Thursday when
114
81
All Sophomores who expect to envelopes were passed among on the C.O.P. campus next Thurs- SCA
52
176
graduate in June 1948 with Asso students during eacli class period. day at the regular assembly per- 1 Music
NOTICE SENIORS
iod at eleven o'clock.
Drama
67
113
Graduation announcements ciate in Art Degrees should file
All money donated will be used
70
The well known pianist is now Clubs
175
hould be ordered this month an application with the registrar in the local and national fight playing a return engagement at Society
188
80
he book store so don't de- in 102 Administration Building. against the dread disease, polio. the Claremont Hotel in Berkeley Radio
24
198
,ay> do it now! !
29
and has just finished a success- Debate
178
This
should
be
done
immediately
The
members
of
the
committee
s rinf»s may be ordered
a/.'^
30
ful
swing
of
the
eastern
states.
PSA
221
Eriedbergers Jewelers, 339 so that records may be checked who organized and conducted the
Bill Optional, Joe Slomp the
Formerly a member of the Lad
and requirements verified. Those drive were Glen Smith, chairman;
(lssaryln St
deposit nec- who do not apply will not be Audrey Beam; Marvin McDow; die Martin band, Fina immortal- Midget and Bronco Benny sent
(Continued on page 7)
|ized the "Bumble Boogie."
and Manuel Furtado.
certified for graduation.

380 MEN, 233 WOMEN AND JOE SLUMP, EXPRESS THEMSELVES

Red Cross Drive
Begins Monday

March of Dimes

Graduating Art Majors
File Applications

Warren? Dewey? Taft? Stassen? Truman? Guild?
recora Salisfied enough with erstwhile young governor, Harold
dasher fr °f -the former haber- Stassen or George Marshall or
man itn °m . ssour*, Harry TruDouglas MacArthur.
If you have your heart set on
presidencyfln eIeCt hhn to the
n
fer*o see l would you pre "Ike" Eisenhower, as your Presi
school' r n ^Placed by an old dent, we offer you our heartfelt
eI)ublican
Taft?
like Robert condolences and advise you to
enroll at Columbia University.
How
a Republican who But then there is talk that he
's just a
e*tr
le to the left of the
might still be drafted.
eme
denber£r, 'g,d> say Arthur VanBut whoever is your choice, the
°r> the W ew York's Govern- WEEKLY is interested. In fact,
racket bust- it is conducting a pole to see who
'n8 D. a T°r
Dewey? or Cali- you, the students of College of
ffnia's L
rl Warren? present Governor, the Pacific, would like to see in
the role of President come No
Maybe v
r?s asked !n prefer the man who vember.
berats to ', he Progressives and
But the idea behind the pole
e(^5 Henry \\?u^
anH be count- goes beyond the choice of a can
Wallace, or Minnesota's didate. We would like to see how
the

many of the student body are in
terested enough to cast a ballot.
Whether the nation will em
brace Universal Military Training
whether the cost of living will
come down in the future, and
whether we must again leave
school to fight a war may well
depend on the man who resides in
the White House for the next four
years.
Yet, seldom does the popular
vote of our national elections
reach the fifty percent mark of
the total population. Thus, we
have the unhealthly condition in
which a majority of the minority
chooses our executive leader.
So how about tearing out the
ballot you see to the right of

this story, jotting down your can Pacific; so goes the Nation." But
didate, and dropping it in the box then if you refuse to vote, it may
you will find beside the table be: "So goes Pacific; so what."
where you picked up your
WEEKLY today.
If you are a born qomedian and MY CHOICE FOR
must submit some name like Kil- PRESIDENT IS:
(Check one and drop in
roy to Fearless Fosdick or Ralph
ballot box, Ad. Bldg.)
Guild, go ahead. The staff will
roar at your irrepressible clever Truman
ness, but give us a break and in Stassen
clude the name of a legitimate Vandenberg
MacArthur
candidate, too.
Taft
Who knows? In the future
Marshall
politicians may eagerly scrutinize Dewey
the outcome of the Pacific Presi Warren
dential Pole for the all important Wallace
clew to coming national elections. Other
The slogan may be: "So goes
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CRESCENDO King Richard Makes
Four Night Stand

By DORIS MARION
The height of the musical sea
son is on—the practice rooms are
full. Many concerts, recitals and
musical programs are scheduled
from now until the end of the
semester. It is CRESCENDO'S
aim in life to tell you about these
concerts and about who is be
hind them.

: CAST OF OVER FORTY—
By MORGAN MORGANTI

STILL TIME TO SIGN FOR
The Rally Committee head,
Ralph Guild, wishes to announce DEATH VALLEY TRIP
Rally Announcements

that anyone wishing announce
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR
ments read at rallies must have
them cleared through Bob Huth COMBINING VACATION-STUDIES
at Rhizomia and anyone desiring
By BILL ADAMS
the use of the Public Address sys-,
Hurry!
Hurry!
Hurry!
There is still time left to sign uD
tem for any reason must contact
the
C.O.P.
Death
Valley
Expedition,
which will be conducted Ma °h
either Bob Whitney or Dick Limb
20 to March 27 inclusive under the able supervision of Co-Directo
at Omega Phi.
A. T. Bawden, Principal of Stockton JC, and J. H. Jonte, c o p
Announcements will NOT be Professor of Chemistry.
' '
read or the P. A. system used un
Here is an excellent opportunity to enjoy an ideal vacation
less cleared through the persons you have the assurance of seeing all of the points of interest
stated above.
someone else has all of the responsibility of preparing the itiner^
——
« Besides seeing all of the mm
interesting points in Death vai
ley your itinerary will allow you
to see Hoover Dam, Red Rock
Canyon, a huge chemical piant
and many other places that y0U'ij
never forget.
The trip will be made by auto
mobile in caravan style, the automobiles being provided by mem.
bers of the party on a mileage al
lowance basis
The cost of the trip is $54.00
per person and includes all trans
portation, food (Those who know
food best say, "It's Death Valley
Expedition food 2 to 1."), swim
ming pool fees, and Hoover Dam
fees.

It will soon be opening night
for local playgoers, when "The
Tragedy of King Richard, the
Third", commences a four-night
run at the Pacific Little Theatre
We have heard wild rumors next Friday evening.
that some people on campus
Repeat performances will be
(both students and teachers) do
not even know that there are given on Saturday, March 6, and
Tuesday night recitals at the Con I also March 12 and 13. Several
servatory auditorium (Note: Free , bay area drama critics are sched
of charge). Our first project is uled to be in the opening night
herewith to kill that rumor. The J audience, prepared to view an
second is to let you know of the other DeMarcus Brown produc
fine work that is being done in tion, the most elaborate of the
that building on the corner of season.
the campus, from where you
Presenting a cast of over forty
sometimes hear horrible sounds
players,
the tense vehicle portray
wafting the breezes.
ing the rise and fall of the great
For instance, last Tuesday nite King Richard, III, of England, is
the third faculty recital of the ' headed by Robert English, last
year was given. Mr. Oliver start season's winner of the Melvyn
ed and ended the program, sing , Lawson Award for outstanding
ing first a group of French songs dramatic achievement with his
and lastly a Beethoven song- . portrayal of the father in "The
cycle. Printed copies of the Eng ; Barretts of Wimpole Street".
lish translations were issued with ! Supporting English will be such
the programs for a clearer un favorites as Byron Meyers, Patty
derstanding of these masterpiec Lou Peters, Barbara Rowley, Joe
es of innuendo, both vocally and Hinman, and Eileen Norton.
OPEN TO ALL
musically. Mr. Moore, pianist,
The tour is open to all students,
Stage Manager Anthony Reid
ably performed a bombastic son
teachers, parents, and others who
ata by Beethoven, plus a melodic i has designed a set of elaborate
are interested in learning some
Chopin impromptu. Mrs. Bodley, proportions for the Shakespear
thing while enjoying a swell va
at the piano, and Mr. Brown, vio ian classic, one consisting mainly
cation. Each evenings program
Camping
scene
during
last
year's
Death
Valley
Trip
linist, ripped through a difficult of a revolving set providing for
will feature a campfire with re
Brahms sonata with ease and pol many playing areas. Costumes
creational and educational dis
ish. These faculty concerts al and lighting effects promise to
cussions of the days events.
w a y s m a k e a n e n j o y a b l e outdo previous Little Theatre pro
The staff members will direct
evening, because our music teach ductions of the season.
special study groups, providing
ers, with all their busy schedules,
Reservations may now be made
interested members of the party
keep their own standards of per at the Pacific Little Theatre Box
Cinrtii r* re tL /'
_
I
Starting
the second.1 semester
ofC cost of postage would average 15 with more detailed study and dis
formance high. They can be Office, which is open from 10 their organization, The World
cussion of various points of in
counted on for an interesting pro til 5 daily; by telephone dial j Students Service Fund hopes to cents per member per campus terest. If you can meet certain
living
establishment.
gram, sincerely interpreted.
2-8676. Students are urged to top the 112 boxes they collected
previous course requirements, it
If you have a Tuesday night make their reservations in ad during the latter part of the first SUGGESTED ITEMS
will even be possible to pick up
free, come over and see for your vance, as tickets are selling rap semester.
Here are a list of suggested one or two units on the trip. To
self. Next Tuesday the Second idly for the production.
items; canned meat, Crisco or receive units you must register
i RULES LISTED
Senior Recital will be given,
vegetable oil, dried fruits, soups, at the C.O.P. Registration Office
when Rosamay Ferguson, violin their four years of musical train | The following is a list of rules
and vegetables, powdered or before March 1st. A tuition fee
:
that
govern
the
local
WSSF:
(1)
ist, Betty Jacobson, pianist, and ing together and come forth with
cocoa, prepared cake mix, baby of $12.50 per unit will be charged.
Eunice Nuoffer, soprano, piece the climax of their young careers. j addresses of students overseas
foods,
warm clothing in good TWELFTH TRIP
are available on the SCA (Studlents' Christian Association) bul shape, and sewing kits.
The trip this year will be the
letin board; (2) boxes, customs
One hundred and twelve boxes 12th of its kind, the first being in
declarations, and tags are avail have been collected by The Col 1933. No trips were conducted for
able at the SCA; (3) the maxi lege of Pacific WSSF. Ten living four years during the war, but
HARDWARE iCTCOM PAhlY
mum weight for the package is groups on the campus have con last year popular demand forced
22 pounds, unless you are send tributed that number with Alpha the Directors to again plan a
ing it to France or Italy where Theta leading with a total of 20 tour. The response was so great
I the maximum weight allowance boxes.
that many had to be left behind.
is 11 pounds; (4) the package
The other living groups with This year the Directors have set
must be bound with strong cord; the number of boxes they have a limit of 250 persons for the
(5) personal mail must be taped contributed are as forows: CO tour, so, unless you want to be
. . then visit our sporting goods department where you will
on the outside of the package and OP, 18; ARCHANIA, 14; MANOR one of those late-comers who get
| must contain a five cent stamp; HALL, 12; ZETA PHI, 10; OME left behind, get your name in
find ski pants, jackets, sweaters, boots and other accessories.
; (6) all boxes must be mailed at GA PHI, and QUONSETS, 9; TAU right away. See either Dr. Baw
post office; none will be accept- KAPPA and SOUTH HALL, 7; den in Room 106 Ad. Bldg. or
You'll be thrilled when you see how MUCH you can buy for
Professor Jonte in Room 109 We
ed at the Cub House; and (7) the and WEST HALL, 6.
ber Hall. Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!
so LITTLE money, too!

World Student Service Fund Tries
To Top Last Semester's Record

Need Ski Clothes?

Ski Jackets

4.95

Grace Methodist

Ski Pants

8.95

Church

Bo°ts

8.95 and 14.95

Channel and Stanislaus

Tennis
Rackets
and
Balls

S t a y —

•

We also have a good line of ski
equipment . .j. skis, ski tow grippers, waxes, bindings.

DRY and

Invites you to

COMFORTABLE

attend its services

REPELLENT ON

USE OUR WATER

•

SKI RENTALS

"Don, why are you scratching
yourself?"
"No one else knows where I
itch."

YOUR SKI TOGS
AND RAIN WEAR! !

9:45 Church School
11:00 Morning Worship
5:15-8:40 School of Life
Film—"Beyond Our Own"

Weber and American
Leo W. Hamilton, Pastor

4

COLLEGE
CLEANERS
2314 Pacific Avenue
DIAL 2-7774
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Doris Christensen Is Engaged
T o Mel Schmierer of Palo Alto

TKK'S MARILYN WEST ANNOUNCES
ENGAGEMENT T O DICK O'NEIL

HOUSE 'N' HALL
West Hall's third floor is now

A decorated birthday cake inscribed "Marilyn" and "Dick" an in use. Recently the demand for

nounced the troth of Marilyn West to Dick O'Neil recently at Tau more room was solved, with the
conversion of the unused top
Marilyn, who is a senior in the*story into a large sleeping deck.
College of the Pacific, will grad
The new deck accommodates
uate in June. She is a business
twenty more girls.
administration major, and has
Plans for the Omega Phi Van
Naranjado
been active on the
ities, which are slated to appear
staff this year. She is the daughon April 1, are being formulated
Last night at Epsilon, twenty- now under the management of
three new pledges were initiated Gene Mortarotti and Ralph Guild
into membership at a formal cere ... Omega Phi has also recently
mony. Following the candlelight purchased a new radio-phono to
service, the traditional dinner replace the one that was removed
was held and the pledge gift was from the house last fall. The mon
given to the house.
ey for the radio was a gift from
The new members are: Helen the Omega Phi Mothers.
Agnew, Shirley Anderson, Enid
Arata, Pat Bell, Marilyn Bishop,
Peggy Bishop, Dana Gay Erickson, Pat Giottonini, Mickey Grif
fin, Barbara Fraiser, Carol Handshaw, Louise Holler, Beverly
A loaf of bread, a jug of
Johnston, Phylis Linquist, Mari and thou.
lyn McGinnis, Franceen McKee,
Such will be the theme of Rho
Alice Moorhouse, Frances Rem- Lambda Phi's "Rue de la Paix"
bold, Mildred Rembold, Shirley dance to be held in the fraternity
Salini, Jane Steele, Jackie Vance, house tomorrow night from 9 to
and Amanda Waite.
12.
Kappa Kappa.

Epsilon Installs
New Members

On Monday night, West Hall heard the exciting news from
the lips of Doris Christensen. For it was there that she announced
her engagement to Mel Schmierer.
"Christ" as she is called by her
friends, is a Sophomore student
in the Stockton Junior College.
She majors in commercial art,
and is the present secretary of
the campus Aquatic Club. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Christensen of Santa Rosa,
California.
Mel, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. A. Schierer of Acampo, is a
graduate of Lodi High School.
At present he is working in Palo
Alto.
The couple have planned a fall
wedding but the date has not yet
been set.

"CHRIS"

Loaf of Bread and Thou
At Rh© Lambda Phi

ter of Mr. and Mrs. F. E. West
of Colfax.
Dick, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Gooding of Newman, is now
working in Stockton. He attended
Modesto Junior College.
The date of the wedding has
not been released.

TONIGHT AT TKK
OPEN HOUSE
Tau Kappa Kappa's doors will
swing wide open tonight February 27, at eight o'clock, and an
informal get together with every
one invited will be held.
J™! Ballinger's Combo will
the dance music for the
n
twelve H°USe' which lasts until
girls'Tm iS the theme that the
Vrlin
' d for the affair and
rel1 wil1 decorate the
house I*,
P along those lines.
laS'S'

Ellen

a

Chal™

aeivieve

'<"• the at-

Metzler; Music,

FRATERNITY RUSHING
Sign up for fraternity rush
ing will be on the following
dates: March 1, 2, and 3, in the
Dean of Men's Office.
Men students who are at
least in their second semester
of college may obtain a pamph
let on "Fraternities and Bid
ding" published by the InterFraternity Council.
Rules Governing Rushing
To be eligible for rushing a
man must;
Have membership in the
P.S.A.
Be a second semester stu
dent
Have cumulative G.P.A. of
1.3 or a previous semester
G.P.A. of 1.0.
The above rules are set by
the Inter-Fraternity Council
and the faculty advisor, Dean
Betz.

Decorations will include a
French sidewalk cafe, with awn
ings and small tables set down in
a typical old world style.
General chairmen Jim Boyd
and Ed Cathcart are in charge.
And then we know of a fellow
who thinks so much of himself
that his last birthday lie sent his
parents a telegram of congratula
tion.

Stanford Meet
For P.I.R. Club

Wilma MastSOnURefreShmentS'
Corwin • p, ' Chaperones, Pat
fenbero'o ®an"uP Kathleen PfafOn Saturday, February 21,. a
ter.
' PubUcity, Ann Slaugh- group of members from the Pa
cific International Relations Club
met at Stanford University and
under the direction of Regional
Gibson Elected
President Tom Armstrong, for
man
Prexy mulated the constitution for the
y elected officers of the Northern California-Nevada Reg
<£Z c, k
b°n on
^tholic organiza- ional Conference of International

iV,

Z

adniinistr!e 1PUS' t00k over

atlOnS
meeti«r
nTs

the

their
m
-i
Tuesday

Relations Clubs'

riolonrofoc to fl
Delegates
the Pacific branch
of the club to the convention
President, Isben Avila;
tlVe Do<st
g over the execu- were:
Gibs°n' lare:
President, Dick Treasurer, Martin Kihano Jr.;
Secretary, Gloria Rathery; Cor
?inata; reon"TareSident' Anne Ca"! responding Secretary, Ilima KaudleHusseii
g secretary, Elo,ary' Rathpi-C°rresponding secre" ka; Social Chairman, Ralph Alaeas%er
e Caminata;
and millo; Publicity Chairman, Flor
R P
Corra.
ence Avey; Historian, Lois LenGibsonu
®0l«ting Arega" his term by ap- fest; Edward Rosas, Christine
Jefferson, and Agnes Yayaski.
as

ti

a

ir»

in

a'm'

MiP0Se
PoSe nf P comrnittee 1UI
for
^PUr
Bootblack: "Shine your shoes
attei
T, tdance a.encouraging largmeetings.
so's you can see your face in 'em,
>» °ny Sai
SSio" tog!d°r was given per- Mister."
Man, gruffly: "No!"
ng a fuh,0" With plam con"
re ski trip.
Bootblack: "Don't blame you."

X?

JU"&!
flIVWM0***. «

in a ballerina mood
The fashion favorite of the new young season, the Bolero!

Bobbie Brooks fashions it of a fine featherweight 100%
worsted crepe accented by a waist whittling polka dot
cummerbund. You'll want to wear it wherever you go, it will

KNOBB/
2019 PACIFIC AVE.

be your night and day favorite. Sizes 7 to 15.

14.95
a/itnao
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CUBS
FACE
GRANT
Bengals Bow Out Against Gales, Aztecs
i•

•' . : :.

v.

w

w
•*

•

,y

-

SPORTS

PACIFIC BOXERS MEET CUBS SPLIT PAIR Cubs Face Grant
By JOE STANISLAWSKY
MODESTO MONDAY
In Loop Tilt
The past weekend's basketball

Scheduled to meet Modesto JC activities put Stockton J. C. and
in the Pacific gym on March 1st, San Francisco City College in a
Van Sweet's snarling Cubs,
Larry Siemering is now shaping first place tie in the B Division of with definite intentions of annex
the first varsity boxing team ever
ing the B Division crown In
the NCJCC.
to appear in Pacific colors.
Tonight's game between the NCJCC competition, face their
Not predicting any great open Cubs and Grant JC at Sacramen last hurdle tonight when they
ing season, Siemering does, how to may well decide whether the meet the tall Grant Tech five,
ever, feel that the Tigers will be Cubs are in, out, or still tied with which is hanging tenaciously to
strong in certain weight divisions. San Francisco again.
third place in A Division stand
ings, in the Pacific Gym.
Much can be said for hard hitting
Bob Turner, who has won over JUCOS SPLIT
At the time of this writing the
Last Friday night at San Ma
fifty bouts in top', amateur circles.
Jucos are deadlocked with San
Bob's impressive record is teo, the Cubs dropped a 50 to 40 Francisco City College for the B
studded with an array of knock decision to San Mateo JC.
Division lead with only two
out wins. Behind Turner, but with
Leading 24 to 22 at intermis games remaining for each team.
considerably less experience, will sion, Stockton blew the lead when
be Bill Carillo, Bob Mariano, Pete Howard Pearce, the Jucos giant LOFGRAN DANGEROUS
Abelar, George Shelby, Tim Milli- center, bowed out with 5 person
The Techmen come to town
gan, Clarence Kamps, Tom East- als early in the second half. Bill boasting a well-rounded five an
us and Norn Hong. All of these Wirt took high point honors for chored by the sensational play of
boys have shown great promise Stockton with 16 markers.
Don Lofgran, six footfive inch
in their daily workouts.
The following evening Stock forward, who totaled 50 points in
Future plans for the Tigers in ton JC fared better than they did last week-end's play. Sacramento
clude return matches with Mo against San Mateo on Friday observers deem Lofgren the fin
desto, in the Modesto ring. Some night. The Cubs took the measure est prospective cage star to hit
members of the squad will also of Menlo JC 45 to 36, on the los- the Capital City in a decade.
see action in the CCAA Confer jers courts.
WIRT LEADS JUCOS
JOHN GUILFOYLE has been the hottest of the Tigers in recent ence Tournament to be held in ' Menlo kept Stockton bottled up
But the ever-improving Bill
weeks. "Gump" is the only member of the Bengal squad who San Jose on March 5th and 6th. in the first half, and led at the
Wirt
gives the Jaysees an equal
is graduating this semester.
Monday's bout will be open to half, 24 to 13.
scoring threat. Bill's ankles have
all Pacific students, and PSA I In the second half the form was been mending rapidly, and this
cards carry a reduced rate privi just reversed. The Cubs tightened factor alone could be decisive.
San Jose Clinches
I their zone defense and the Menlo Wirt tanked thirty points on the
lege.
j
boys could only collect eight road trip to the Penninsula cities
The
pairings
are
as
follows:
League Title
By TED COLLINS
points from the floor in the final last week, and in doing so, drew
| 20 minutes.
San Jose State clinched the
many rave notices from Bay Area
Tomorrow night on the local
! Bill Wirt got hot in the second scribes.
hardwood at 8:15 p. m., the Pa 1948 CCAA basketball champion
half to score 12 of the evening's
cific Tigers bring to a close a ship by defeating the College of
Long Howard Pearce has been
j total of 14 points. Bill was high
long, and not to successful, casa- the Pacific, 55-41, at San Jose last
point man for the Jucos for the capturing rebounds with monot
Friday.
ba season by meeting the high
A gallant array of major league second night in a row.
onous regularity, and a continua
riding Aztec's five from San Di
Using their backboard super talent clashes with Hugh McWil- i John McCandless, Cub guard, tion of form by the "Large One"
ego State. Tonight the hot and iority to good advantage, the liams Tiger nine this afternoon
put the pressure on Norm Gert- could turn a defensive battle in
cold COP quintet travels to Mor- Spartans made 50 of their points at Oak Park in baseball's curtainsner,
and as a result, the high Stockton's favor.
aga for a return engagement with via the field goal route. The San raiser for the Stockton area.
scoring
Menlo forward was held
the St. Mary's Gaels.
Jose quintet jumped into an ear Jack O'Keefe, St. Louis Browns to 4 points for the evening.
Pacific Skiers Place
Early last month in San Diego ly lead and left the floor at half, representative in the Valley, has
the Tigers closed out a three time leading by a 29-20 score.
Eig-hth in Reno Meet
gathered a star-studded squad,
smooth-working infield with ev
game road trip by falling apart
which includes five players who
High
point
men
for
San
Jose
ery position manned by a veter
A five-man College of Pacific
in the second half and bowing to
are under contract with, or veter
a red hot Aztec five by a 60-43 were Stu Inman, Bob Wuesthoff, ans of big league teams. Most an of a season or more. A pitch Ski Team copped eighth place in
count. Earlier in the year Coach and Chuck Hughes with 15, 15, familiar of these are Neil Sheri ing staff which is four deep has the Eighth Annual Nevada Uni
Chris Kjeldsen's club defeated and 13 points respectively. John dan and Ernie Lombardi, both emerged from initial workouts in versity Winter Carnival staged in
the St. Mary's outfit in a thriller Guilfoyle paced the Tigers with residents of the Bay Area. Sheri good condition. McWilliams can Reno, Nevada last week.
15 counters.
call on either Lou Bronzan, Jesse
at Stockton's Civic Auditorium,
Members of the Pacific squad
Both teams were efficient at dan leaves his right field post i Haines, Laurie Monroe, or "Sho- who participated were Ed Kaup'
50-47.
with
the
San
Francisco
Seals,
When the Tigers and Aztecs the foul line. Pacific converted which he has held for three sea zo" McFarland, and all are pila, Bob McMahon, Bob Bondshu,
met in the southern city it was 11 out of 16 into points while the sons, to roam the garden for the scheduled to see action this af John Gardener, and Bob Wilson.
ternoon.
a case of too much fancy ball Spartans made five out of eight Boston Red Sox.
Wilson, last year's one man ski
Don Beaver, the transferee team, is serving the team as
handling and too much of a cer good.
G F P San Jose
G F P LOMBAKDI HERE
from Bakersfield JC, and Herb coach. The four standard events,
tain center, Dick Barnes. Barnes, Pacific
ProuIx,f
2 2 „ Hagen,f
0 0 0
the 6'6" ace pivot of the San Di Woodman,f 0 0 0 Morgan,f 10 2 Lombardi, "The Old Schnozzo- Markall are capable of handling downhill, slalom, cross-country,
Ortez,f
0 2 Enzburger,f 3 17
all receiving chores with ease. and jumping featured the twoego club, has missed the past few Hamilton.f
2 2 HughesJ1
6 1 13 la", is back in the Coast League,
Guilfoyle,c
1 15 Staley.f
0 0 0 now signed with the Sacramento Son Adkins is stationed on the day meet.
weeks of the season with a badly Paris,c
For the Tigers, Ed
1 1 Kane, f
0 0 0
sprained ankle. As a result Dick McWil
Inman,c
7 1 15 Solons, after 17 years in the Na initial sack, teaming with Don Kauppila emerged as high scor
liams,g 3 1: 7 Keene,c
0 0 0 tional League.
Brown at second and Lauren er by virtue of his fine showing
is a doubtful starter in tomorrow Enos,g
Romero,g
10 2
Monroe at third. Shortstop Pete in downhill racing and jumpingMarks,g
night's game. However, San Di Levy,g
0
11
Ray
Lammano
and
Augie
GalHardin,g
0
Wuesthoff,g 7 1 15
ego scribes have been raving Coykendal,g 10 0.
an, two Cincinnati Reds who have Chalmers, beginning his third Pacific skiers felt that poor wax
about the sensational play turned
been in the big time for over a season as a Tiger infielder, com ing hindered a more successful
15 11 4 1 \
25 5 55
in by Paul Rundell, the 6'3" re
effort, but they likewise believed
decade, also grace the visitors pletes the inner defenses.
Two more veterans, Jim Tor- that they had benefited a great
serve center for the visitors.
line-up.
vick and George Segale, plus a deal from valuable experience.
Expected to start for San Di
To face this formidable aggre
member
of last year's Juco nine, They were hosted at an elaborate
ego are Tom Keesey, a 6' 3" for
gation, McWilliams fields a veter
Don McCormick, are slated as the banquet by the University of Ne
ward who is the teams leading
an nine which is favored to cop starting
pickets.
scorer with 216 points in 21
vada. Next week several mem
the CCAA baseball crown fof Pa
games. Last week against Santa
bers of the team will compete in
cific.
Feldspars are generally light
Barbara Keesey scored 24 points,
In two short weeks of practice, in color, ranging from white to the Snowshoe Thompson Memor
(continued on page 5)
ial Cross-Country and jumping
the Bengals have shaped a pale green.
events at Lake Tahoe.

Tigers Play Two

TIGER NINE TO FACE
BIG LEAGUE STARS

BENGAL BOXERS
IN ACTION
MONDAY
PACIFIC GYM
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BENGAL BEATS

Intra

Sports

The speed and efficiency with which Athletic Director BOB
MONAGAN and the Pacific Board of Trustees approached and
solved the stadium question is most worthy of praise. Mr. Monaextensive intramural
T
gan states that the general community campaign for soliciting
program, under the direct
sp0 % Mr. Gene Stagnaro,
IS
funds will begin in earnest next week.
March
While the ink was drying on last week's column announcing a
"hauled to begin Mon.;
new school record from the free throw line by AL LEVY, a Berk
4-15 P M. Stagnaro an1 nnces that volleyball will head
eley gent by the name of JIM ENOS was erasing the mark. Jim
surpassed Al's standard by five points when he dunked 47 in a
1
newly-organized
campus
row.
'hague. Eight teams will compete
The announcement that medics have pronounced BOB HECK
the volleyball tourney, with all
okay for track competition this spring surely served to settle the
v living groups to be representdust of despair along the cinder trails. The Tiger track squad, still
Also included will be two
lacking in many departments, would greatly miss bullet Bob, the
«nekton residential teams, North
league's best sprinter.
Town and South Town. For this
Among the earlier arrivals for the RIGGS-KRAMER tennis
local distinction in composing
match staged in the Civic Auditorium last Friday were the AMOS
earns Main Street has been des
ALONZO STAGGS. The Tigers' venerable coach-emeritus, along
ignated as the dividing line.
with numerous Pacific students, saw Riggs score his only victory
Here is the schedule for the
first week's intramural volleyball
BULLET BOB HECK is caught in a familiar position breaking over the lanky Californian in five Bay Area matches.
For the second straight week, VAN SWEET'S Cub quintet par
the tape in the 100-yard dash during a 1947 meet held in Baxter
Monday: Quonset Warriors* vs. Stadium. The brilliant 9.6 speedster recovered from a knee in ticipated in a rival's "outstanding game of the season." This time
however, Van's charges, aspiring for B Division honors in the
jury sustained in the Grape Bowl.
' Quonset Buccaneers*.
NC.JCC pennant race, played the losing role in this "top" game.
North Town vs. Rhizomia.
BERK BAKER, by-liner for the San Mateo Daily, proclaimed the
Tuesday: South Town vs. ArchanJuco's 50-40" defeat at the hands of the Bulldogs as the finest ex
CINDERMEN Varsity Tennis
ia.
hibition in his locality this season.
North Hall vs. Omega Phi.
The following is a tentative
The first inter-collegiate boxing in the school's history will be
Wednesday: Quonset
Warriors COMMENCE
schedule of matches for the com the feature sports attraction of the coming week. The LARRY
vs. North Hall.
The winged feet of 25 thinclad ing season:
SIEMERING-coached squad will make its debut with nine members
Quonset Buccaneers vs. South
candidates
answered
the
early
representing eight weight divisions. CARROLL DOTY announces
Feb.
20—Modesto
JC,
here.
Town.
that the Bengal pugilists will represent COP in the CCAA Boxing
Thursday: North Hall vs. Rhiz season call of College of the Pa
March 6—San Jose, there.
cific's
"Dean
of
Cinders"—Coach
Tournament
to be held in San Jose on March 20. We humbly apol
omia.
March 13—Santa Clara, here.
Earl R. Jackson last week.
ogize for the lack of publicity which we have given this new ven
Omega Phi vs. Archania.
March 17—St. Mary's, there.
ture.
Friday: (no competition)
Veterans of last year's squad
March
20, California here.
• The Quonset Warriors repre are: Bob Heck 9.6 century ace
March 14—N.C.I.C., Berkeley.
An unknown traveler crossing
sent the first quonset building and 220 speedster; Stan McVickMany a girl with a negative
huts A-E, while the Quonset Buc er, 50 flat Conference Champ;
March 25—N.C.I.C., Berkeley.
Texas recorded its size In this personality can be developed in
caneers are players from huts Bruce Orvis, fleet dash man; Bob
March 26—N.C.I.C., Berkeley.
dpathless verse:
a dark room.
FJ)
McQuire 440 mate of McVicker
April 3—Stanford, Ralo Alto. The sun has riz, the sun has set,
and double with Preston Garmire
April 10—St. Mary's, here.
Patronize Our Advertisers!
But here we is, in Texas yet.
in the 880. Another 880 man is
SPORTS SCHEDULE
April
16—California, there.
BASKETBALL—Tonight at 8 newcomer Ken Berrigget who
April 17—Cal Poly, here.
—College of Pacific vs. St. placed second in that event at
Mary's College in Moraga; the Compton J. C. Meet last sea
April 22—O j a 4 Championship,
Stockton Junior College vs. son.
Ojai.
Grant Tech in North Sacra
April 23—O j a i Championship,
Jim Hanny, diminutive distance
mento.
man, and Arner Gustafson up Ojai.
Tomorrow—COP vs. San Di from last years J. C. squad will
April 30—O j a i Championship,
ego in Pacific Gym.
run the mile and two mile events. Ojai.
BOXING—Monday: College of
The field events will feature
April 30—U.S.F., San Francisco.
Pacific vs. Modesto Junior the return of: Ernie Vonasek,
May 7—C.C.A.A., San Luis
College in Pacific Gym.
hurdler and high jumper Hal Obispo.
SWIMMING—Today: Stockton
Buck and Howard Adams, each
"HEIRLOOM" is a Registered
May 8—C.C.A.A., San Luis
JC vs. Sacramento YMCA in of whom have hit six foot; and
Obispo.
Pacific Plunge.
Trade Name of the ROGERS
Stan Goldman and Don Campora
May 14—Stanford, here.
JEWELRY CO., and Heirloom
in the discus and shot put events
May 15—Santa Clara, there.
"LYRIC" Genuine Registered
Bengal Cage Finale respectively.
May 21—U.S.F., here.
Diamonds can be seen Only at
Heirloom Blue-White Diamond
(Continued from page 4)
May 22—San Jose, here.
The announcement that a knee
ROGERS.
operation may keep Bill Snyder
Ring Duet. Set in Yellow or
Do"6 v Aztec scoring record. 6'2" last season's outstanding broadATTENTION ALL NETMEN
$97.50
FRIENDLY BUDGET TERMS White Gold.
0Ver the <rthpr sc,le(?uJe<s
take jumper from competition leaves
Junior College Tennis Coach
ft" taS 1 ST
.
' note in that event
Ralph Mason urges all boys
VV|11 open at cen-;
n
who are interested in tennis to
h
and
Ken
meve
Wulfe- oi
l
A *
contact him immediately as
Corner of
2er' a c°uple of fellows mea- Blacks Stopped in
there are still openings on the
ly
over
6
wiI1
MAIN and
atthe "!S
'
ope" Tourney Opener
Cub net squad.
Prnh^f positions.
|
SUTTER
Contrary
to
a
widely-circu
ooable starting line-up for 1 The Pacific Blacks' entry into
lated rumor there definitely
includes
Bud p
Hank Pfister, and the Stockton Basketball Associa
will be Junior College tennis
te roulx at forwards, Corkey tion's Invitational Tournament
competition
on the campus this
Stan\fiCen!'er' and A1 Levy and was short-lived as the Tiger ReBBE3I
season.
liams
Cuilfm,
at guards. John serves were dumped by the StockThe first match is only three
lone senior on the Or- ,ton Elks No. 1016, 57-42, last Sunan„e
weeks away.
n
at
<•<®'ack quintet, may open day.
.
/
at the
Strengthened by the addition of
Wtional ni 6r Sl0t due to his sen"
|
In finjn ay tke
, Past few weeks. six foot six inch Vernon Riggins TUMBLING TEAM
Pfis+"~ ! f Fresno State to their roster,
who Wa
vva<T
<f f1" for
?r Hank
Hank Pfister,
Q
IN NEW REVIEW |
cent San
!°rced to miss the
the Elks had little trouble sub
San Jose
game, GuilAn entirely new show by Bill
Plumbing With A Smile
%le DrOVCkrI L • State S«1X±C,
VJUil- duing
the Blacks after they
mself the outstand'"g Tiepr
Anttila's tumbling team will fea- i
jumped into an early lead.
ture the half-time entertainment
Serving College of the Pacific
To%ht'sn thG fl00rRiggins was high point man for during the San Diego State-Col
fie Kieiric game at Moraga finds
the Elks with 22 points while Jim lege of Pacific basketball game
Grant at Weber Avenue
Dial 2-0229
make it ,,enrnen
attempting to
t
Enos paced the Pacific Blacks
Stra
%f's "pan
isht over Benny
this Saturday.
mi
c°mpii
a
with 17 counters.
sh J°Pmg Gael's". To acAnttila's 10-man squad promis-1
StoP the J,S the Ben&als must
es plenty of thrills for all as they
f0rer, p aJ°,n's fourth highest
venture on to the trapeze and fly- •
LATEST
DISC-HITS
S E R V I N G P A C I F I C
n their u
Apples" Kudulka.
ing rings. Captained by Bob Mc- j
:ered iQ meeting 'Apples"
Mahon, the group consists of Ed
y ftger. 19 Points against TomSimpson, Bob Clark, Bill Blanchard, Lee Gerard, Bob HollenRadios and Phonographs
C^GftT'S1 LINE-UPS
beck, Les Kayser, Vern Gross, |
•
Malin Stroh, and Millard Stroh. ;
Pfister
Gaels
Let us supply you with all
Prom
x
Kudelka
your musical needs.
F.
Rial

COP

MILLER-HAYS CO.

TED'S

RECORDS

Orte?

0r

Levy
McWmjliams

"

£
p

Galvin
Bullwinkle
Babcock

JOHNNY CALVIN
2016 Pacific Avenue

JUCO MERMEN
HOST SACTO Y
TODAY

MEAT MARKET

434 E. WEBER AVE.

107 N. AMERICAN ST.

DIAL 8-8628

PHONE 7-7452
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WHERE'S MCCARTHY? PHILOSOPHY INSTITUTE
BUSINESS MACHINES
SIMPLIFLY REGISTRATION Or Pat Didn't Show . MEETS AT LAKE TAHOE

Mr. Pat McCarthy, training of
With the adoption of a new approximately two men to every
ficer
connected with the Vetersystem of registration the Jun- woman. This semester there are
ior College now has a total of 1160 men and 621 women minus Jan's Administration, had planned
1940 students attending its class- the 150 incognito compared with to spend two half-days a week
es compared with 1924 of last a year ago of 1235 men to 689 on this campus. It was planned

The Pacific Institute of Phil
osophy, under the direction of
William D. Nietmann, Pacific
professor of Philosophy, will of
fer a one week session this year
that he would help both the COP between June 13 and 20 at Lake
and the Junior College veterans Tahoe.

ed to 100, Nietmann reports
that each student may get \L°
most out of the course, and sin ?
the response to preliminary
nouncements has been so irnmpri
iate, College of the Pacific and
Stockton Junior College student
are urged to make applicati '
quickly to insure a place at th
session.
The significant Institute sub
ject to be discussed will be: the
problem of progress in its bear
ing on the discrepancy between
moral and technological advance
in the world today.

Spring. 1791 students have act- women.
ually completed their registration
,,
., , .. T ,
and 150 students have signed up , ^lth the Z °'the ^"ationwith such problems as the over
Total enrollment will be limit
al
Busmess
with the guidance department but
Machines it was possdue subsistence check, and the
lWe
t0
m
Ie
te
have not completed their registra- I
,.
~ P . ^ registration
I filling out of the new papers
tion in the Registration office. !qU1Ckly fnd e'lminate lon? Bnes around April first.
Burkhard Interviews
m. •
,
,
thus making the new method rebS al" I Presenfnot only an improvement
1
That was the way it was
Mr. William J. Burkhard, depu
^tetr'h! shake down oc and a time saver but a means of
planned before the Veteran's Ad
k able fn
°»lce agreeable satisfaction not only to ministration cut down on its ty superintendent of schools in
Sacramento, visited this campus
'"r." 1" Ud",s. h.i! ">e students but to the ,aeu.„. staff members.
were unable to follow the usual
recently to interview teaching
The
I.B.M.
enable
automatic
registration procedure.
Because Mr. McCarthy is no
segregation of classes and of stu longer connected with the Veter candidates who were interested in
RATIO MEN TO WOMEN
NEW UNDERSTANDING
dent's cards thus requiring few
an's Administration he will be un teaching in the Sacramento area.
The ratio of men to women I er faculty members for iv-gioiia
registra able to carry out the plans. The
Students will get a new under
_
According to Dr. Taylor, "This
°r the past two years has been tion procedures and eliminating
vet will have to struggle on as is in keeping with the policy the standing of a major maladjust.
ment of Western Civilization-.
before.
replacement office is inaugurat
and some answers, too— as they
ing to arrange for group inter study with three top-flight Amer
hours of painful detailed filing, views by city superintendents ican leaders of thought signed f0r
counting and long lines of grip and principals. Others who are the Institute. They are Dr. J. jj
ing students. Also due to this new making arrangements include the Randall, Jr.," Columbia Univers
method students were able to deputy superintendent of schools ity professor of philosophy; Dr.
in Stockton and San Diego."
make out their own programs.
Radislov Tsanuif, noted ethicist

Patronize Our Advertisers

The days for these visits will of The Rice Institute, Houston,
be announced in the near future. Texas; and Carlos Wood, chief
preliminary design engineer for
I the Douglas Aircraft Corpora- tion.

|

SPORT SHOP
129 E. WEBER

Li

DIAL 2-2297

AFTER EXERCISE
REFRESH YOURSELF

Commenting on the significance of the Institute, technolo
gist Wood has stated, "Technical
| advances have brought to light '
some things that someone other
than the scientists will have to do
something about. Science now has
fantastic power at hand that
makes it dangerously poss
ible to go out and kill off a cou
ple of million people, almost in
stantly—if you have no con
science.
"I seem to have run out of gas,"
he said softly.
Her beautiful face was turned
up to his; her eyes were glowing
dizzily from beneath heavy lids.
Her head swam.
Slowly, he bent over her.
Why not? He was her dentist.
IWILDROOT
"CREAM-OIL
•Presents . .

*"WHAT'S
*THE NAME
*OF THAT
*SONG?"
.

with
Dud Williamson
•IN PERSON

•

•

*WED„ MAR. 3
Civic Auditorium
*7:30 P. M.

NAUTICAL MISS

•Doors Open 6:30 P. M.

•

Once again Saba of California leads the Junior fashion

*Fuhrman Music Co.
•Johnny Calvin Music

parade . . . gives you the young slant on stripes in this
clever one-piecer.

Sailor collar has contrasting bow-tie

•
1.48 plus tax
Children 73 cents plus tax

extended shoulder sleeves . . . full gathered skirt with
buttoned, slash pockets.

The big radio show heard over KXOB
on the Don Lee Mutual Network.
Big Cash Prizes! 2 Hour Show
Including Many Extra Acts!

It's Sanforized combed yam

chambray with woven stripes in fast colors.

Chartreuse

and navy, brown and blue, or tan and green.

Sizes 9-15

•

Tickets Now at . . .

GROCERIES

14.95

POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS

YOUNG MODERN'S ROOM

MEATS

Bl/Lawn. Ho
Mauds.

CATERING
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF STOCKTON, LTD.
) 1948, The Coca-Cola Company

Gaia-Delucchi Co.
American and Channel
WE DELIVER DAILY
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BONES

gy JEAN GROSBACH
, American college students

VETERAN'S
GUIDANCE
CENTER

MORE ON WEEKLY POLL
(Continued from Page 1)

in their opinions of the Weekly
but in spite of this the intellectual
All
C.O.P.
and
Junior
College
1
as well informed and contenor was voted,
we^„.,
v concerned about their veterans are urged to take full
311—sufficiently adult
''mical stand as the French advantage of the opportunities
p0 :
174—juvenile, and
man with whom I worked and services offered them by the
this summer, I have no doubt Veteran's Guidance Center.
52—overly serious now.
t the endless word battles
Pattern your paper after San
The Guidance Center, located in
1,t Communism now current
Francisco Chronicle said 381
the Radio Quonset and under the when asked to choose a model;
Sd be mutually pacified.
Mv friend Jean is a young hus- supervision of Dr. Clubine and 124 chose the New York Times,
, of a keen humor and winning Mr. Gotke, is open Monday 39 the Stockton Record and 22
k,v
a devoted worker, he through Friday to help veterans the San Francisco Call Bulletin.
rm
?aved' with our work project of with personnel and vocational ad
The final tally recorded last
youth center for a war dam- justment.
semester's Weekly with previous
Led industrial town through De
The Guidance Center tries to years as,
cember's snow and ice to finish
get a complete picture of the vet Worse
91
the walls,
eran's
educational
and
social
About
the
same
203
yet two weeks ago I received
letter from Jean which would background, his interests-past Some improvement
137
and present, his hobbies, school
set the Thomas and Tenny com
Considerable
Improvement
31
mittees on their respective ears, preferences, grades, and past
Over
a
hundred
balloters
added
for through it his hopes of a work experience. After interview constructive criticism which hit
fuller life than stone chipping ing and testing the veteran, the a cross section of proposals from
now realized for him were ex results are blended together in symposiums and polities to rac
order to help him evaluate his
pressed in words of a completely
present ideas and to make further ing results and anthropodial ac
Communist doctrine.
tivities.
plans
for the future.
I quote from Jean's letter with
One anonymity advised, "I be
The center attempts to keep a
neither approval or disapproval,
but only with respect for a man 'square vet away from a round lieve the Weekly is failing as a
student paper because it is not
who can intelligently defend a po hole"
concerned with students. Students
sition. Never educated beyond the
eighth grade, never forced to read stand face to face openly. The like to read about themselves and
"Time" magazine in a political armed conflict is coming; Greece other students—not about the fac
science class to keep him up with is actually its theater; The Tru ulty and world events. I believe
the news, earning 8 to 10,000 man Doctrine gives out many the Weekly needs more of the
francs when 15,000 a month are benefits; the Marshall Plan is light touch."
Another critic adds, "The paper
needed to live decently, he has one of its instruments. Patiently
should
not merely reflect the av
nevertheless by consuming care it enslaves the French economy I
erage
desires
and interests of the
fully his newspaper "L'Humani- by commercial agreements which
tie" and other party publications are nothing but acts of treason campus. That is exactly what
become an articulate citizen. In (The Bidault-Caffrey) It enslaves William Randoph Hearst has been
doing for years.
the only English he attempts in our hearts also, by a cunning.
"It should, on the other hand,
the letter, Jean says "As you propaganda helped by humiliated
know it, French situation is now newspapers and degraded movies reflect and promote (a) high
journalistic standards as a means
very changed; but you are bad (the Blum-Byrnes agreement).
of raising the taste of students;
informed in America, where al
i
"France, plainly in economic and (b) the educational interests
most all the newspapers are en
misery,
with a working class for which—and only for whichtirely devoted to Truman's doc
poorly informed and profoundly a college exists."
trine."
Then he waxes eloquent in divided, is very badly armed to j
About the only thing the mod
French: "France is actually the stand up against this. Neverthe- \
testing ground of this doctrine, less the struggle goes on, day ern girl can cook as well as her
mother is some man's goose.
which is trying to get a grip here, after day. The cost" of living goes
favored by an anti-worker govern up every day and wages do not
ment, and against the fierce will follow in the same ratio; soon until the final conflict which will
of the working class which wants the problem of workers' claims put an end to the precarious
to live and which people want to will be raised again. And so on peace we have today."
choke. Let us have no fear of
words; in spite of the superficial
"FELLAS"
opinion of many Frenchmen,
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE
this is the way matters stand;
COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP
open struggle between the social
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
ist doctrine represented by the
Phone 2-6550
u an<^ on the other hand, the
? caPitalist system, which has
or its principal support the docnne of enslavement represented
b>' Truman."
LET'S MEET AT
In speaking of the present govreaT"14' which was set UP to
j C a compromise position,
JT ac™ses it also of antagoW0I-kers. "By virtue of
thi!
bv .L6 are the objects of hate
been rf°Se Who lear us—we have
sition TV,6" int0 the role of oppo"
simple fact is important i •
Doii,.-Vts consequences, and the
munkf grip °t the French comThe f, Party has been tightened,
the J is't is easier to be in
^Position than to govern;
forced"

has

been

rein"

^°vv Washington and Moscow
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TUESDAY CHAPEL
Series: "Experience Shows."
Subject: "Working is Plea
sure."
Speaker: Reverend Robert
Buzza, Escalon Presbyter
ian Church.
Tuesday Chapel Time: 11-11:40

' JOTTINGS ON A BUBBLE-GUM
WRAPPER
By W. Shakespeare
Blow . . . and crack your
cheeks! . . . blow!
—King Lear: Act III, Sc. 2.
You must borrow me Gargantua's mouth first:
—As You Like It: Act III, Sc. 2.
Puff? Puff in thy teeth . . .!
—King Henry IV, Part II: Act
V, Sc. 2.
I am scarce in breath, my lord.
—Knig Lear: Act II, Sc. 2.
O Proteus! let this habit make
thee blush:
—The Two Gentlemen of Ver
ona: Act V, Sc. 4.
Therein do men from children
nothing differ.
—Much Ado About Nothing:
Act V, Sc. 1.
A Knack, a toy, a trick . . .
Away with it!
—The Taming of the Shrew: Act
IV, Sc. 3.

Pacific International
Relations Club [fleets
(Continued from Page 1)
Russian, Far Eastern, and Euro
pean foreign policies have been
contacted and morning and after
noon forums are contemplated.

Committee Chairmen appointed
so far include Marvin McDow,
Program and Speakers Commit
tee; Walt Pinska, Class Emphas
is Committee (Incidently this is
Walt's second year as head of
this committee); and Sam Gross
man, Finance Committee. Doris
Have we eaten on the insane
Hartley, last year's General root,
Chairman, will act as advisor.
That takes the reason prisoner?
Some committee chairmen are yet
—Macbeth: Act: 1, Sc. 3.
to be appointed and will be an
O, what a noble mind is here
nounced later.
o'erthrown!
—Hamlet: Act III, Sc. 1.
Faculty members assisting are
O time, thou must untangle this
Miss Knoles, Dr. Werner, and
not I.
Professor Wilson.
—Twelfth Night: Act 11. Sc. 2.
CONTEST
—A1 Graham.
The San Francisco Chronicle
Saturday Evening Post.
is sponsoring a contest, which is
open to all schools that were re
Professor—"Why are you late
presented at the Western College for school?"
Congress. The purpose of the con
Town Student—"It was late
test is to determine which school when I started from home."
conducts the best World Affairs
Professor—"Then why didn't
activities. A report of Pacific's
you start early?"
International Week will be sub
Town Student—"It was too late
mitted as an entry in the con
to stai;t early.*"
test.
Whole-hearted student partici
First shark—"What is that
pation in International Week queer two-legged thing which
events will do much toward help just jumped into the water?"
ing to win this contest.
Second shark—"I'll bite."

I1&03

COUNTRY COTTAGE

PRE-CUT
MATERIALS

COMPLETE
$3475.00
3216 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346

Erected
Ready to
Move in

11 Mi BOOH
« >'7

$7250.00
The pleasing exterior of this small but delightfully procfieal

-GIFTS_

10

R

FOR YOU
CHOOSE FROM
at

—

Walter's House
2119 P °f

Gifts

3Clflc Ave-

Phone 2-2112

Your Favorite
Campus Footwear
2009 PACIFIC AVE.

(Open Mon. Eve. Till 9 P. M.)

333 E. MAIN ST.

MAURICE'S SHOES

home is combined with a useful and convenient floor plan that
makes living easy.

Constructed

of

sturdy,

pre-cut

Loxide

Materials, this home con be erected foster and for less.
vestigate the reasons for building a Loxide home.

In

See . . .

FRANK NIELSEN
Phone 3-5554

236 N. Pilgrim St
Stockton

F. H. A. Approved
Other Plans or Cut to Your Plans
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SO THIS IS

I! COLLEGE

Michel

GUYS 'n GALS
By DAVID GERBER

N'anci Rinehart
Mary Jo Hamrick
Allen Woodall, James R. Morrison

DON WEBB told us how his
Ex-C.O.P. friend who is crashing
Hollywood made a couple 0j
shorts last week—He's wearing a
pair of them now . . . Girlshy
BILL STAPP was heart broken
when he heard Chappius, Mich;,
gan Ail-American, will be mar
ried. SKIPPY WHITE tried to
console him by telling him
"That's nothing Herman Wede'
meyer has a kid." STAPP looked
up in astonishment and said
"Gee, How come" . . .
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EDITORIAL

Flash! Registrar office reports
student found who disappeared
after he was last seen heading
for a South Campus Class .
he was located attending classes
at California . . . when told of
his mistake he exclaimed, 'You
know, I thought it was a pretty
far walk." . . . the name is MON
The try outs for the Pacific's 1948 Aquacade took place a week TAGUE . . .
ago last Tuesday. Plans are now underway to start the Aquacade
When PAT SMALL spotted a
rehearsal under the direction of Mr. Antilla and Fred Chinchiolo
well-known local laddie she said
The following girls were chosen to be the 1948 Aqua-Belles:
"Gee he has a lot of reserve."
1. Jean Gallagher
•
B. A. RABIE retorted, "Yea, . ..
2. Lynette Towne
11. Jean Sanderson
Reserve" ... an upturned-nose
3. Joan Gregory
lassie kept braggin' how much
12. Ruth Cunningham
4. Ilima Kauka
polish her U.S.C beau had until
13.
Dot
Wright
5. Roma Lee Porter
LOIS WIECE said, "He must
14.
Nancie
Harrold
6. Charla Lyons
shine shoes for a living ..."
15. Mary Clark
7. Marnell Rubel
"Do you know," tells MAXINE
8. Doris Christensen
16. Patty Jones-Bumps
PETERSON,
"that many of our
9. Pat Mothorn
17. Mary Virginia Rhodes
students write for a living—"
10. Sylvia Kaplan
18. Betty Geddes
"They write home for money ...
How come our first school social
dance was planned on a holiday
weekend?

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1948 THE DAY OF DAYS
As a matter of fact, the one day of its kind in 1461 days.
It s the day that makes this year leap year, the day
when the astronomers balance the books of the solar sys
tem so that 1948 comes out even with its 1947 predecessors.
Makes a neat little problem for the scientists—for those
who like problems, science and scientists.
But, vastly more important, it's the day that makes
Leap A ear a year when the ladies may speak right out
about what's on their minds, if any, and their hearts, also,
if any.
Not that it changes the signals a lot—the signals that
have gone along pretty much since lady tadpoles frussed
and fenagled the gentlemen fish in the paleozoic slime.
After all, there's never been any questions about who pro
poses and who disposes but the traditional mystery of court
ship has flattered the masculine ego and gratified the femi
nine flaie for intrigue lor eons and eons
except .during
Leap A ear when the gals may ask for the answer they know
already in addition to practising their usual wiles.
JERRY HAINES, tells about a
All of which makes a pretty tough combination inso
We have discovered the perfect' made up a one man chapter of couple of ballplayers who didn't
far as the male of the species is concerned in A. D. 1948
remedy for that old complaint Sigma Delta Psi? Come to a sign with the Cincinnati Reds
or any other year that is divisible by four.
that student governments are rally sometimes and watch the —They're afraid to be investi

AQUACADE TRY OUTS
EIGHTEEN CHOSEN

NO NEED EXPLAINING
THERE'S NO COMPLAINING

gated. . .

overstuffed and not fully repre- | prexy give a speech about P.S.A.
BEWARE THE IDES OF MARCH
sentative
of campus life. It is an | cards, follow up with some croonGentlemen, don't worry about the Ides of March—
ingenius decree known as a hu- 'n8 and top the one man show by GAL OF THE WEEK
They're easy. Beware February 29 and any year in whicb man dynamo—one of those things leading a few yells. Our redJO ANN RENNIE, Frosh from
this rare day falls.
that knows all, does all—like a headed dynamo is one of the best

Glendale, has a Cosmopolitan
look, tempered by a down to
earth freshness; a revelation to
eyes tired by heavy studying. She
possesses a winsome smile of
sparkling eyes and shapely legs
affairs? We hate to brag, but that do justice to a Varga Girl.
lllc 1JC1U
McGavren leads the
field. 1>L)l
Not Her figure would put an Aconly did he serve in the Army Air I counting book to shame.
Corps as a P. E. instructor (of | J° Ann's major interest is Art
Wacs.) for three years but during! with an eye on fashion designthis time he met and married Jean I inS- She is unattached and don't
Parker and is now the proud | think writing this column hasn't
father of two children, Michel its advantages
and Steven. This is not flighty
youth but a serious man. He's
not very big, but lie's full of am
Father, father, may I go out
bition, both for the P.S.A. this
year and for himself after he to swim ....
If sororities on the C.O.P. cam
graduates in June. Mac hopes to
see the Student Union Building pus lived like fraternities do this
— „ plans as soon
rise- from mere
as ancient aquatic jingle would be
auuu as;
the government comes through reversed and the ladies on the siswith the lacking funds. For the, terly circle would be advising
spring semester he plans plenty jwith their house papas about
of activity, including a big rally swimming, matters of dress, afdowntown soon. As for himself tairs of the heart and whatever,
our present modestly plans to1 A fine situation) which everybe a professional radio entertain- one will agree,
er or an administrator in educa
But on the other hand, no one
tion.
sees anything wrong about the
If there is anything this ma house mamas in the COP frater
~ know— nities.
chine doesn't do,, let us
what a man, McGavren!
Acknowledging the refining IB'
fluence of ladies over gentlemen,
a
Seventeen states of the Great the presence of one woman in
house
filled
with
twenty-five
to
Plains and Far West, and nine
states of the Southern Pine reg fifty typical college men seems
aS
ion, produced 60 per cent of the hardly to serve the purpose— te
nation's cattle and calves, 74 per a matter of fact, it appears quied
cent of the sheep and lambs, and the contrary, a situation fi9
82 per cent of the shorn wool, with embarrassment and confu
sion for all concerned.
in 1944.
On the other hand, a house fa"
ther could fill the bill exactly"May I have the last dance with provide the boy's with appr°Pr''
you?"
ate counsel based on experience
"Big boy, you've just had your and make logical a situation that
last dance with me."
presently is ridiculous.

washing machine or a radio yell leaders Pacific has ever had
phonograph of the modern type.
complete with front and back
STUDENTS CONCERNED
The amazing machine is of course flips.
I am not writing this editorial to criticize the organiza our P. S. A. president, Daren
Suppose you're
yuu re a veteran, want
tion or the aims of STUDENT'S CONCERNED, but to McGavren, the 25-year-old hero a seri„us man in charge of yQUr

criticize the way it is used in relation to the MARDI GRAS.
In MISS J. GROSBACH'S editorial of last week she panned
not only the students of Pacific and the J. C„ whom she1
seems to think are asleep to the world situation, but also
the student body officers elected by us. ,She says "it seems
incredible that the official sponsorship of the PSA'S most
™P°rtant function for the semester reads 'carnival time'.
MISS GROSBACH should have taken the trouble to find out
that the money given by the students through the sale of
student body cards is for the PSA SOCIAL AND ATHLETIC
FUND—it is not WASTED as MISS GROSBACH seems to
think. It is used in college life and in spirit and the better
ment ot the college. MISS GROSBACH, tell me; do you
think that it the Axis had won the war—would they be yell
ing for the students in their own colleges to give up part
of their college life and things that go into the spirit of their
school to do the things which you suggest—I HARDLY
1
THINK SO!
In the editorial MISS GROSBACH stated that the stu
dents here at PACIFIC AND J.C. have been "MARDI-GRAS- of Anaheim, California, the city
Jack Benny fames.
rn A ,!v'!!'e past eleven years' WE HAVE BEEN MARDI- j
CHASING the past eleven years, BUT also a lot of us have 1 Suppose, for instance, you're
done a little thing called "SERVICE" of which quite a few1 an athlete fanatic, tired of being
ignored by the campus intellectof the male students put in such a "short time" of five years ! uais. Mac is your man. In high
in order to make sure things like "MARDI-GRASING" would*' school he managed to walk off
still he around.
with the imposing title of DacathI have a suggestion to make to MISS GROSBACH that los Champion, which translated
if she is so determined in this way; WHY doesn't she, instead for us peasants, means he held a
mere ten athletic track events. He
ot criticizing things we do in our college, take it upon her didn't fall off at C.O.P. either be
self to organize a STUDENT'S ORGANIZATION here on the ing a member of our illustrious
campus and enlist the aid of students who are interested team. In case you're an enter
as was done at Stanford, and NOT by dropping part of col tainer, or go in for rally stuff,
or a music major for instance,
lege spirit and college life.
ADD^TO IT!1'1

CUrtail C°llege Hfe' MISS GROSBACH—YOU

—BOB HUTH

Mac again fills the bill as your
ideal representative.

Who else on campus has sung
a year with Stan Kenton, and

Letters to Ed

